Counter Promo - Kitchen
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Kitchen
Simplice®
An innovative fit for a variety of kitchens and tasks, this Simplice kitchen faucet
combines an elegant, universal design with exceptional ergonomics and
functionality. The high-arch swing spout rotates 360 degrees, while the
smoothly maneuvering sprayhead pulls down into the sink for up-close tasks,
or out of the sink to fill pots. Sculpted buttons on the sprayhead ensure simple
operation even with wet, soapy hands. Sweep spray creates a wide, forceful
blade of water for superior cleaning. Kohler's new docking system, DockNetik,
secures the pull-down sprayhead to the spout using magnetic force.

FEATURES
- Three-function pull-down sprayhead with touch control allows you to
switch from stream to Sweep® spray to Boost Technology.
- Sweep® spray creates a wide, forceful blade of water for superior
cleaning.

596-CP Simplice(R) single-hole or three-hole kitchen sink faucet
with 16-5/8" pull-down spout, DockNetik(R) magnetic docking
system, and a 3-function sprayhead

- Boost technology increases the flow rate by 30% with the press of a
button.
- DockNetik® magnetic docking system securely locks the sprayhead
into place when not in use.
MATERIAL

COLOR/FINISH OPTIONS

- Premium metal construction for durability and reliability.

$ 340.00 + GST

- KOHLER finishes resist corrosion and tarnishing.
Polished Chrome Matte Black Vibrant Stainless
(CP)
(BL)
(VS)
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Kitchen
Graze
Drawing on inspiration rooted deep in Americana, we bring you GrazeT. This
bold statement piece conjures memories of the spikes that built railroads the steel industry where iron was forged. Breaking from the norm of more
delicate smooth round lines, th

FEATURES
- Three-function pull-down sprayhead allows you to switch between
stream, Sweep® spray and BerrySoft® spray.
- Sweep® spray is a wide, powerful blade of water that sweeps your
dishes and sink clean.

22063-CP Graze Pull-down kitchen sink faucet with three-function
sprayhead

- BerrySoft® is a light spray ideal for washing hands, rinsing delicate
dishware and prepping fruits and vegetables.
- DockNetik® magnetic docking system securely locks the sprayhead
into place when not in use.

COLOR/FINISH OPTIONS

MATERIAL

$ 520.00 + GST

- Premium metal construction.
- KOHLER finishes resist corrosion and tarnishing.

Polished Chrome Matte Black Vibrant Stainless
(CP)
(BL)
(VS)
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Kitchen
Vault
The distinctive, modern design of the VaultT dual-mount sink lends a
contemporary vibe to your kitchen. Handcrafted from durable stainless steel,
the two equal bowls feature a lowered divider, tightly angled corners to
maximize basin space, and a sloped bottom that helps with draining and
cleanup. An engineered sound-absorption system significantly reduces
disposal and dishwashing noise. The ultra-flat rim makes it easy to wipe from
the counter directly into the basin (for top-mount installation).

FEATURES
- 33" minimum base cabinet width.
- Double-equal bowls.

80167-1-NA Vault(TM) 30-1/2" x 20" top-/under-mount double-equal
bowl kitchen sink with single faucet hole

- 9" depth provides generous workspace.

COLOR/FINISH OPTIONS

- Single faucet hole.

$ 325.00 + GST

MATERIAL
Not Applicable
(NA)

- Handcrafted from 18-gauge stainless steel.
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Kitchen
Vault
The distinctive, modern design of the VaultT dual-mount sink lends a
contemporary vibe to your kitchen. Handcrafted from durable stainless steel,
the large/medium bowls allow you to keep clean and dirty dishes separate
while offering plenty of room for oversize pots and pans. Tightly angled corners
maximize basin space, and a sloped bottom helps with draining and cleanup. A
slightly lowered divide in between the basins helps prevent water from flowing
into the countertop.

FEATURES
- 33" minimum base cabinet width.
- Large/medium bowls.

80168-1-NA Vault(TM) 30-1/2" x 20" top-/under-mount
large/medium double-bowl kitchen sink with single faucet hole

- 9" depth provides generous workspace.

COLOR/FINISH OPTIONS

- Single faucet hole.
MATERIAL
Not Applicable
(NA)

- Handcrafted from 18-gauge stainless steel.
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$ 325.00 + GST

Kitchen
Vault
The distinctive, modern design of the VaultT dual-mount sink lends a
contemporary vibe to your kitchen. This spacious single bowl, handcrafted from
stainless steel, is ideal for soaking and washing large pans. It features tightly
angled corners to maximize basin space and a sloped bottom that helps with
draining and cleanup. An engineered sound-absorption system significantly
reduces disposal and dishwashing noise. The ultra-flat rim makes it easy to
wipe from the counter directly into the basin (for top-mount installation).

FEATURES
- 33" minimum base cabinet width.
- Large single bowl.

80169-1-NA Vault(TM) 30-1/2" x 20" top-/under-mount large singlebowl kitchen sink with single faucet hole

- 9" depth provides generous workspace.

COLOR/FINISH OPTIONS

- Single faucet hole.
MATERIAL
Not Applicable
(NA)

- Handcrafted from 18-gauge stainless steel.
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$ 290.00 + GST

